Gdynia Operations Centre: Small percentage,
a Big Deal!
Posted by Ewa Gajewska Apr 10, 2016

“It's not how much we give but how much love we put into giving.”
― Mother Teresa
With the upcoming tax return deadline (2nd May 2016) it is worth considering giving
your 1% to a destined organization or the person in need. You do not lose anything,
only instead of government, 1% of your taxes will go to the noble cause of your
choice. In each tax settlement (PIT) you can choose only one. Charity Team would
like to support our Employees and therefore collected a few stories of our relatives
and friends who find themselves in need and who are eligible for 1% donation. If
you have not thought about it earlier or have not decided yet which organization or a
person you would like to support, please get familiar with the stories below. Perhaps
one will catch your heart and you decide you want to support this particular cause.

You just need to follow 3 single steps:
1. Fill in the column entitled: WNIOSEK O PRZEKAZANIE 1% PODATKU
NALEŻNEGO NA RZECZ ORGANIZACJI POŻYTKU PUBLICZNEGO (OPP) with the
National Court Register number (KRS)
2. Calculate the 1% amount.
3. Fill in the column entitled: INFORMACJE UZUPEŁNIAJĄCE, cel szczegółowy 1%
Kalinka. This 2 year old little girl has been fighting with a retinoblastoma cancer
since July 2015. This type of cancer which attacks eyes is recognized in 5-7
children in Poland every year. Kalinka has undergone 6 chemo therapies and
other specialist treatments as well as operation. She is a cheerful, full of energy
girl currently trying to recover from her last chemotherapy under the watchful
eye Children’s Memorial Health Institute in Warsaw. Unfortunately, the reality
strikes and it is almost impossible for an average Polish family to afford the cost
of an expensive treatment, medical healthcare and control visits in various
cities across the country. To help please fill KRS 0000249753 and in the detailed
information space:Kalina Hajdel. For individual support please use Account
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Number: Fundacja Nasze Dzieci 76 1240 1109 1111 0010 1163 7630, title: Kalina
Hajdel
Franek. For two years this little boy has been undergoing chemotherapy treatment for
leukemia. Everything seemed to be on the right track with the medical results in perfect
order. He is a keen hockey player and started to live without the fear of an illness getting
more involved in his favorite sport. The family made plans for the future thinking the worst
is behind them. And this is now when the nightmare came back. This 7 year old boy is
currently in the hospital with the higher-dose treatment than before. He spent there 1.5
years last time. No one knows how long will the treatment take now. Money is needed for
everything starting from medicines and medical healthcare to simple costs of everyday
living.To help please fill KRS: 0000270809 on the PIT form and in the detailed information
space: Malko, 2727

Kuba. 27 year old brother of Dorota Dobrowolska suffers from autism with all aspects of this
dysfunction. It is hard to communicate with him as he barely speaks. Just to say, he has his
own world is not enough. He has many worlds, that interacts and influence the life of the
whole family, especially parents, that need to take care of Kuba 24/7. His life is not easy
as he suffers from epilepsy as well. There are very few things, that make him happy. One of
them – apart from horse riding and computer games – is CLIMBING. This opportunity is give
to him by FIONA Foundation, that organize rehabilitation camps twice a year. To help please
fill KRS 0000 330288 on the PIT form and in the detailed information space: Rehabilitacja
Jakuba Dobrowolskiego
Maksiu: This boy was born as a healthy premature baby. Unfortunately, a stroke at 6 weeks
of age caused extensive damage to his brain. Since that time the boy suffers from paralysis
of his left arm and leg, also drug-resistant epilepsy causing dozen of attacks each day. He
is a very delicate, lively and charming boy however his condition prevents him from living
his life to the fullest. He needs an ongoing and very expensive treatment to at least minimize number of
epilepsy attacks and make his life a bit easier and happier. Unfortunately, costs of rehabilitation and medicine

o
help please fill KRS 0000037904 on the PIT form and in the detailed
information space: 28575 Owsiany Maksymilian.
that could help him exceed his parents capabilities, therefore, any help would be much appreciated. T
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Kacper. This boy is supported by Thomson Reuters employees via Plastic Caps Collection.
However since he has been suffering from with spina bifida, hydrocephalus, bilateral hip
dislocation, subluxation, neurogenic bladder and club-foot deformity since the moment he was born, he
need constant help. Kacper is disabled child with the lower limbs paralysis, and therefore requires intensive
rehabilitation. Thanks to that in the future he might be at least partially independent. Rehabilitation is very costly
– two weeks treatment costs 5,200 PLN and we try to organize at least 4 sessions each year. 45 minutes of

To help please fill KRS 0000186434 on the
PIT form and in the detailed information space: 24/R Kacper Ruchniewicz
rehabilitation at home costs 50 PLN.

Non-profit Organizations
Children Hospice “Bursztynowa Przystań” KRS 0000044542
Hospice for children from Gdynia, supported for example by such events as: Gdynia
Managers Cake Sell or International Cuisine Day
Pomagasie. KRS 0000396361
A charity organization that is supporting Michal suffering from multiple scleroris in his
expensive treatment in China. Please help Agata Drankowicz's friend.
Hospice Foundation KRS 0000201002
Supported by Thomson Reuters employees during events as: English Camp, Child’s Smile for
Children Day, Santa’s Get Together
You can also support Ciapkowo - an animal shelter which Thomson Reuters has
been supporting for many years (KRS: 0000069730) or any other organization or
person which you can find listed on the official 1% website: Przekaż 1% podatku
na rzecz Organizacji Pożytku Publicznego
We strongly encourage you to take part in this great initiative as it only takes a few
more tabs to fill in, a moment to decide to help someone and this help is priceless!

If you have any questions please direct them to me.
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